Terms and Conditions
Dear Visitor!
Please read carefully our information as follows

Data protection
Protection of the personal data provided by you is of key importance for MOL Nyrt. Any data
provided to MOL Nyrt. through internet shall be protected by it as if those data were otherwise
made available.
MOL Nyrt. shall treat any personal data made available to it during the use of any websites in
accordance with the current legislative provisions – on the protection of personal data and the
disclosure of information of public interest (in Hungary, pursuant to Act LXIII of 1992).
In case you provide any of your personal data, of your own free will, to MOL Nyrt., you agree
that the MOL Nyrt. may register and treat such data for the purposes and for a duration
required for the type of the transaction.

Collecting of Personal Information
It is not required to provide your personal data for the purpose of looking at the information at
the website, however some services may be used only if personal data are given.
MOL Nyrt. may collect personal information from you to complete various transactions, such as:


job applications



information requests retail customer service



applying for loyalty cards

The types of personal information you provide to us may include:


name



address



e-mail address



phone number

In these cases MOL Nyrt. shall inform you, before recording your data, on the rules of data
management, and shall obtain your prior consent to data management, and such consent may
at any time be cancelled.
In addition to the information you provide, MOL Nyrt.may also collect information during your
visit to a MOL website or web-based application, through our Automatic Data Collection Tools
(Cookies). MOL Nyrt.will provisionally use the following automatically generated information –
not containing personal data – for the purposes of technical operation of the website:



internet protocol address of the computer (IP-address),



domain-name (URL),



access data,



inquiry of client file (i.e., the pages you view, the links you click),



HTTP reply code,



data of website from where inquiry is made,



quantity of bytes used during the visit,



date and duration of the visit,



data of pages visited, or



type and language of the used browser.

To learn more, please read How MOL Nyrt. uses Cookies section.

Use and transmission of data
In case MOL Nyrt. intends to use the data provided by you for purposes other than the purpose
of original data recording, MOL Nyrt. shall notify the data subject thereof, and obtain his/her
prior consent thereto, and afford an opportunity for him/her to cancel such consent at any time
thereafter.
MOL Nyrt. will not transmit any personal data treated by it to any third person, unless such
transmission is provided for by legislative provisions, without the prior consent of the data
subject thereto.
MOL Nyrt. shall be entitled to use data and information provided by you for purposes listed
below:


market research, market analysis,



analysis of customers’ habits,



compilation of statistics of visitors,



organisation of free prize draws and other gambling,



provision of information about new products and services,



provision of information about actions,



management of customers’ complaints,



management of orders.

MOL Nyrt. shall treat any information about the person, personal data and business relations
with the MOL Nyrt. of its customers, partners and other clients as confidential information.

Security of data processing
In order to avoid unauthorized use of personal data managed by MOL Nyrt. and to avoid misuse
of such data, our Company has taken comprehensive technical and operational safety
measures. Our safety procedures have regularly been controlled and improved in harmony with
technological development.

Information
Upon your written request MOL Nyrt shall inform you on the management of your personal
data.
You are warned that you may have access to the websites of other companies and organisations
from the website of MOL Nyrt.. MOL Nyrt. will not be liable either for the content and accuracy
of the data at such websites, or for the security of your data. It is recommended for you, in case
you use such websites, to be persuaded of the data protection policy of the organisation
publishing such websites.How MOL Nyrt. uses cookies
A "cookie" is a small data file (a data file exchenged between the server and the client)
transferred by a website to your computer's hard drive. MOL Nyrt. or its service providers send
cookies when you surf our site or sites where our ads appear, make purchases, request or
personalize information, or register yourself for certain services.
MOL Nyrt. uses cookies to learn if you have ever visited our website and to identify those
functions/services which can be in your interest. HTTP and Flash cookies can enhance the user
experience by preserving your preferred information while staying on our page. Nor HTTP,
neither Flash cookies are able to identify you as a person.
Cookies are typically classified as either "session" cookies or "persistent" cookies.


Session cookies do not stay on your computer after you close your browser.



Persistent cookies remain on your computer until you delete them or they expire. Most
browsers automatically accept cookies by default, but you can usually refuse cookies or
selectively accept cookies by adjusting the preferences in your browser. If you turn off
cookies, there may be some features of our site that will not be available to you and
some Web pages may not display properly

You can find information on popular browsers and how to adjust your cookie preferences in the
help and support section of your browser.
MOL Nyrt. uses the following cookies

Analytics cookies
Whenever you visit a MOL Nyrt. website, web analytics software creates an anonymous cookie
that tells us if you have visited the site before. This type of cookie helps us track how many
people are visiting the site, where they are coming from, and what pages they are viewing. We

use this data to see how pages are performing and to find ways to improve them. Analytics
cookies are used only to gather statistical data and cannot be used to identify individuals.

Site performance cookies
Some cookies are used to remember your preferences for tools or features that you interact
with on our site. For example, if you use our virtual card centre, we use a cookie to remember
your log in details. These cookies do not collect any personal information.

Geo-targeting cookies
We use geo-targeting cookies to help display relevant content for your region. These cookies
use information from your web browser to determine where you are visiting from.

Can I stop cookies from being set?
You can configure your web browser to prevent cookies from being accepted for all websites or
just for certain websites. The links below explain how to change cookie settings for each of the
main browsers. You can also find information in the Help menu for your browser.
Chrome cookie settings
Firefox cookie settings
Internet Exporer cookie settings
Safari cookie settings (Mac)
Safari cookie settings (iPhone and iPad)

